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ALL FOR ACAUSE
UNI students prove their passion
for community service

BUCKING THE TREND

80 YEARS OF A
PINNING TRADITION
A visual feast of UNI's Homecoming
buttons throughout the years

Aggressive approach from UNI's
financial aid office helps students
decrease private loan borrowing by
$1 2+ million in three years

THE POWER OF A ?
World-renowned chemist and
UNI alum John Talley shares his
secrets to success

ALL SIGNS POINT TO
PANTHER PRIDE
These three UNI families put the pride in
Panther pride

TACKLING A
NEW STAGE
Former UNI football player
follows his passion for
country music

UNI COLLEGES

c

UN/ student groups
raise thousands for
non-profits

$

198,500. It's a big number. Huge, in fact. Yet that number only begins to measure the amount
of time it took to achieve - and it doesn'! even scratch the surface of the dedicated passion
that fueled the effort. It is the combined result of three student groups who each chose a cause
and threw themselves into fundraising with incredible enthusiasm.

UN/ Today is proud to feature their stories and salute the countless other student groups that
support philanthropy efforts in the Cedar Valley and beyond.

Raised: $1 01,379.02

Governor's Volunteer Award Winner, 2013

UNI has been recognized as the top fund raising
school per capita for the last several years for
Relay for Life and has even been recognized as
one of the top five relays in the nation. More
than $600,000 has been raised since the event
began in 2003.

YOU CAN SEE THE JOY
IN THEIR EYES AS THEY
TAKE THAT LAP ...
Amanda Robertson, senior elementary
education major and co-president of UNI Relay
For Life, said, "UNI's Relay For Life was nominated

Cause: Children's Miracle
Network
Governor's Volunteer Award

for the Governor's Award because of all the hard
work our volunteers put in throughout the year to raise cancer awareness, fight back against
cancer and to remember those who lost their battle with cancer. It is amazing, the power that

Winner, 2013

"For all of us within UNI Dance

people can have on such a horrible disease."

Marathon, we do what we do
because of the kids;· said Nate
Dobbels and Emily Brodie,
co-executive directors of UNI Dance Marathon. "The miracle kids give us hope, inspiration and
allow us all to become kids again. As a campus and community, we came together to be part
of something bigger than ourselves. We

WHEN WE COME
TOGETHER, WE CAN
MOVE MOUNTAINS.

Raised: $88,000 with Relay for Life
Cause: American Cancer Society

helped change lives. As college students, we
sometimes forget how big of a difference we
can truly make!"

In just two years on campus, UNI Dance
Marathon has raised more than $155,000 for the Children's Miracle Network. Last year, UNI Dance
Marathon was nationally recognized as the 'Best New Dance Marathon' and was the first school
to raise more than $50,000 at their first big event. This year, they are one of only 20 schools
nationwide who raised more than $1 00,000 in one year for Dance Marathon.

For Whitney Stool man, junior communication major and co-vice president of the event, Relay
for Life is a personal cause. "I pushed my grandmother in a wheelchair for her survivor lap in our
hometown;' Stool man said. "You can see the
joy in their eyes as they take that lap because
they beat cancer, and to me that's one of the
most rewarding things to see:·

ALPHA PHI-EPSILON THETA
Raised: $9,500 with Red Dress Gala
Cause: Alpha Phi Foundation for education
and awareness of women's heart health
"Our chapter has been personally affected by
heart disease;' said Brianna Aust, sophomore
communication major and vice president of
marketing for UNI's Alpha Phi sorority. "We've
had members as well as family and friends who
have also been affected:'
The Alpha Phi women put on a Red Dress Gala to raise money in the fight against heart disease.
The Alpha Phi Foundation supports programs and research that study heart disease in women specifically its symptoms, treatment and prevention.
"With the Red Dress Gala, our goal every year is to raise more money for the Alpha Ph i Foundation
than the previous year;' said Au st. "This year we were very proud to donate just shy of $9,500 to
the Foundation! That is a $5,000 increase from our 2011 Red Dress Gala!"

What are the

stressors for
college students?

TOP
lnceptia, a non-profit education advocate,

How is UNI addressing financial stress issues

conducted a survey of college students in
May 2012. They explored sources of stress
such as family life, work, academics and time
management. Results of the survey show four

for our students?

of the top five stressors are money-related:

0
0

The University of Northern Iowa recognizes
financia l stress issues and is dedicated to
alleviating some of our students' financial
concerns.

Need to repay loans

While many of t he initiat ives described on
page 10 are making a big difference for UNI
student s, privat ely-funded scholarships are

Cost of educat ion

another financial resou rce to which students
can turn.

Borrowing money for college

Scholarships are vital to the success of
students like Bronson Chevalier, a junior
majoring in electronic engineering
technology. Chevalier said, "Receipt

Need to find a job after school

of this coveted UNI Science,
Technology and Mathematics

Academic challenge of
coursework

Scholarship means peace-ofmind in knowing that I will be
able to finance my education.
It also means I will have
valuable time that I otherwise
would not have had to devote to

To help keep an education at UNI affordable and to relieve financial stress, the University of
Northern Iowa Foundation is launching the UNI Scholarship Initiative. The goal is to raise $40
million over the next five years toward scholarship support. To find out how you can help, visit
the UNI Foundation website at www.uni-foundation.org.

Tuition
covers only

ofUNI
students
receive
some type of
financial aid.

58.7°/o

of the cost to educate a
student at UN I.

was the
average

$23,575
unialum.org

loan
debt at
graduation
in 2012.
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or years, UNI's Rod Library has been the

collaboration between students. New LCD

with it - power points, audio files, videos - and

options that make us special;' Cox said. "Our

destination of choice for students in search

screens, rolling tables and group-friendly

they need the space and equipment to do so:'

Special Collections & Archives, the Rural School

of information, resources and a quiet study

furniture greet visitors as they enter the main

spot (with perhaps a nap now and then). But

doors. Students can p lug in their laptops and

This means the library is evolving into a place

as the world goes digital, libraries across the

phones, hook up a screen and begin working

of creation, according to Cox.

country are challenged to keep up with the

as a team .

needs of today while remaining true to their
original mission of curation - organizing and
maintaining a collection.
"In the libraries of old, we focused on the
materials on hand;' said Christopher Cox, dean
of Rod Library. "People came in, checked out
items or read in quiet contemplation. Now,

We're moving from
quiet study spaces to
collaborative work places.

experience for our students and faculty:'

A feasibility study is currently underway, but
Cox has an active list of future plans in mind

collaborative work places;' he said.

that include expanding the UNI Museum's

The role of librarians is evolving as well. Rather
than the old-school curator's goal of keeping
print pristine, librarians at Rod Library are
now spending more time in classrooms and
collaborating with instructors. They are actively

adding an entrance to the west side of the
building and more.
As one of the few places on campus that is

screen, a basic recording studio, video and

integrate and interpret materials.

truly interdisciplinary, the library can act as

assistance on how to use everything.

The expertise of the librarians also helps create
a unique learning experience at UN I.

information they have and creating new things

a bridge across colleges. "We want to be a
learning commons, not an ivory tower;' Cox
explained. "We want to partner to ensure

"We want to be a place where learning
happens;' Cox said. "Students are taking the

Towards that end, Rod Library recently

Services; providing digital publishing service
to showcase student and faculty scholarship;

the information overload they face as they

resources now online, Cox sees libraries
refocusing from ownership to access.

presence on the bottom floor of the library;
adding on a cafe in partnership with Dining

A new digital media hub offers a green
image editing and creation equipment, plus

With most academic journals and federal

no other library has to offer:'

"We're moving from quiet study spaces to

engaging as advisors to assist students with

although books and quiet spaces are still
vital, we're moving towards a more engaging

Archive, the history of UN I- these are things

"With so much of the library material accessible
elsewhere, we are focusing on the unique

student success:'

U

Nl's Homecoming tradition dates back to 1920 when the Iowa State Teacher's College
(ISTC) defeated Parson's College 14-0.

Homecoming tags (paper printed tags) were a popular part of UNI's homecoming until
the 1930s when the official homecoming buttons were created. While the buttons have
dramatically changed over the past 80 years, UNI students, alumni, faculty and staff
continue to collect the spirit buttons commemorating each homecoming celebration.
If you or your family would like to donate any UNI buttons or memorabilia to the UNI
archives, please contact Christy Danielsen at 319-273-2355 or christina.danielsen@uni.edu.

T H E

Private loan
borrowing by
UN/ students
dropped by 80%
in three years

T

he University of Northern Iowa has received
a $2 million grant from the Roy J. Carver
Charitable Trust to create a new center for
educational research and development.

policy and innovation. Research activities will
be a blend of both long-term solutions and
opportunities to quickly address an issue and
disseminate best practices across the state.
These goals connect directly w ith the State

The creation of the Center for Educational
Transformation will enable UNI to provide
statewide and national leadership in the area

of Iowa's legislative intent for educational
research and development.

of educational research and development.
Funds will be used to support faculty and

Roughly 2S percent of Iowa's educators and
33 percent of school administrators come

student research.

from UN I. More than 12,000 alumni educators
live in Iowa and SOO new teachers graduate

Gloria Gibson, UNI executive vice president
and provost, said, "We are grateful to the
Carver Trust for helping UNI continue its legacy
of educational research and development.
Shaping PreK-12 education in Iowa dates back
to UNI's origins as Iowa State Teachers College.
This rich tradition and focus on improving the
educational experience of all Iowa children is
one that will remain a priority of our institution
for generations to come:'
The center's mission is to transform education
in Iowa and the nation through collaborative
research, dynamic practice, policy advocacy
and sustainable innovation.
Overarching goals for the center revolve
around four key areas: research, practice,

each year. Annually, around 3,500 in-service
educators connect with UNI for professional
development and continuing education.
Another 400 in-service educators are enrolled
in UNI graduate programs via distance
education. This existing network and wealth of
knowledge will enable the center to provide
t ransformational leadership for Iowa's learners,
educators and systems.
"We are thrilled to receive this funding from
the Carver Trust;' said Dwight Watson, dean of
the College of Education. "We look forward to
collaborating with educators across the state
to conduct research and to the opportunities
this center will provide our pre-professional
educators."

I
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He said he started getting more serious
about music at UNI and realized he could
make a career out of it.
"I actually performed at my very first venue
in Cedar Falls at the old 4th and Main, now
The HuB;' Adams said. "From there I was
hooked. I didn't start writing songs until I
was in college, and I actually wrote my firstever song in my Dancer Hall dorm room:'
With football and school as his main time
commitments, he toured and wrote songs
as much as he could.
"The main thing I took from football is the
work ethic;' Adams said. "Hard work truly
does pay off and if you want something
bad enough, you have to work harder than
anyone else out there to get it - because if
you're not, then someone else is. I utilize all
of these principles in my music career. I'm
so thankful for the opportunities I had at
UNI and the things that football taught me.
I wouldn't trade that for anything because
that set a path for how I live my life today:'

room, so that was the moment I decided
to go. I packed up my truck and headed to
Nashville, knowing him and only a couple
other people there:'
The country music path can be a long,
winding road, but Adams has his goals
set and the will to accom plish t hem. His
latest record hit iTunes on July 23 this past
summer.

Adams graduated from UNI in 2008 and
embarked on his music career, which has
included some breaks along the way.

ustin Adams, B.A. '08, is looking for his

"Music is my passion;' Adams said. "My entire

"After I graduated from UN I, I knew that I
wanted to move to Nashville at some point

next big hit- only this time, he's hoping

life, deep down, being an entertainer is just
something I feel that I was meant to do. My

to pursue music," Adams said. "As fate would
have it, an old UNI roommate called to tell

roots are so deep in country music but I

me he got a job there and had an extra

J

for that hit in the country music realm.
Adams tallied 84 hits (tackles) in his fouryear career as a UNI football student-athlete.
In fact, he holds the UNI football record for
games played with 54, tied with Bob Swift
and Nick Nelson.
He used to share the football stage with
Eric Sanders, Corey Lewis, James Ruffin,
Brannon Carter, Chad Rinehart and Brandon
Keith. Now he shares the stage with national
touring acts Eli Young Band, Easton Corbin,
Eric Paslay, Charlie Worsham, Kristen Kelly
and Joel Crouse.
Adams grew up in Bixby, Okla., where he got
his start in music long before making the
trip to Cedar Falls for his college education.

draw so many different influences from the
most eclectic styles and ranges of music.
"I remember just singing something all the
time growing up. My uncle gave me my first
acoustic guitar when I was 12, and I started
teaching myself on that. I took drum lessons,
which I'm sure my parents loved, hearing
me bang around on those all hours of the
day. From there I taught myself how to play
piano by ear and electric guitar as well. I
played in bands in high school but we never
played outside of a garage. We were awful,
but we made really loud music and had a
blast doing it! I loved just jamming out with
friends or playing and singing for anyone
who would listen:'

"I love music;' said Adams. "I am so fortunate
that I get to wake up every day and do
something that I love. I thank the good Lord
every night before I go to bed for all the
things in my life He's blessed me with. There
are so many things that I want to accomplish
over my career and I am beyond excited for
what's to come:'

Long-time Panther supporters, Virgil and Diane Goodrich joined the Panther Scholarship
Club back in 1979 and have been collecting purple and gold ever since. "After the tornado
hit (in 2008), we built a new house and finally had room for a pool table. I said I'm going to
get one with a purple top!"
The custom piece was assembled on site, along with the custom bar top. Together they
add true Panther flair to the room, which houses all the various Panther paraphernalia the
Goodrich's have collected so far. Virgil didn't even have to work too hard for his purple pool
table- since Diane is also a UNI graduate, he says she is "fully on board!"

The UNI address labels are back and better
than ever! With 12 options to choose from, you
can show your Panther Pride every time you send
something through the mail.
Check out all the new options at
www.superiorlabels.com/UNI.asp

16
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This is the first in a three-part series on UN/ graduates who are making a difference in their 70s, 80s and beyond.

GRAND

"THE HIGHLIGHT OF MY CAREER
WAS EVERY TIME I SAW A CHILD
UNDERSTAND-IN THEIR EYES OR ON
THEIR FACES. THAT WAS THE THRILL."

H

onora Myer Clemens, B.A. '48, proves

book about those

that age is just a number. At 86, her motto

adventures.

is "Live life to the fullest and think big:'
Her full living has taken her to such exotic

Another passion
is genealogy,

locales as Kenya, Tanzania, Japan, Australia, and

which she and her

as a representative of Servas International- an

husband began

organization which works to bui ld world peace

nearly 40 years ago.

- Clemens attended the 2002 United Nations

She has charted

World Summit on Sustainable Development
in Cape Town, South Africa. She was 75 at the

nearly 30,000
people throughout the years. Play-reading

time.

and singing are also hobbies.

"Prior to the summit, we visited three villages

"I've used my art training as I helped my

a day for six days, meeting the people who are

husband, Jim, who was a music and drama

making strides to become more productive,"

major, create and produce plays, plus design
and make sets and costumes;' she says.

says Clemens, who emailed daily pages of her
trip to Servas members. She eventually turned
those pages into a book, "Turn Left at Gucci:'

Clemens met him in Indianola, shortly after
graduating from Iowa State Teachers College

She also wrote about her Kenya and Tanzania

(now the University of Northern Iowa).

adventure in "But You're 70 - You Can't Go
There ... Africa;' and a spring break trip to the

"I met him during my first teaching position.

Havasupai Indian Reservation in Arizona in

Jim, who was a Drake graduate, was new to

"Land of Blue-Green Water:'

the school district that same year;' she says.

A lover of quilts and embroidery, she also

They married in 1950 and in 1953, moved to

compiled "Beyond Borders;' which details a

Los Angeles. In 1973, they moved to Santa

worldwide quilt exchange with quilters from

Rosa, Calif., where Jim developed a citywide

Australia, Japan, Germany, Saudi Arabia,

program for the arts and Honora taught.

Russia, Canada, France, England, California and
Minnesota.

"My ISTC degree was a great help. In those
days, its reputation as a teacher training

"They sent their quilts around the world and

institution was among the first in the country;'

each added a portion until the quilts grew

she says. "I liked ISTC.IIiked the people and

and eventually returned to the originator;'

my independence and I loved going to the

says Clemens. "I visited quilters in Canada,

Hill. I could say those were the best years

Japan, Australia and England, as well as those
in the United States. Not being able to get it

of my life, but my whole life has been the

published, I printed it and sent a copy to each
qui Iter:'
She has also traveled to Spain, Denmark,
France and England and is writing another

best. I am most fortunate:'

~·-

HONORA
MYER CLEMENS
HOMETOWN: WATERLOO
YEAR GRADUATED:

1948, BACHELOR OF

A~TS FOR ART;

MINORS IN ENGLISH , SPANISH , GOVERNMENT
RESIDES: SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA
RETIRED :

1 993

FAMILY:
HUSBAND JIM , DIED IN

1987, DAUGHTER

TAMARA CLEMENS , TWO GRANDSONS
18
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BRIDGING TWO WORLDS
W

ith its own terminology, priorities
and life-changing experiences, the
world of military service is a culture unto
itself. Navigating out of that world and

onto a college campus is a journey that can
be confusing, frustrating and downright
daunting for many.
For Julia Heuer, UNI's new military and
veteran student services coordinator, that
journey was the inspiration that brought her
to where she is today.
" People often respect military members, but
they don't understand what they've been
through;' Heuer said. " I'm here to narrow that
gap, and provide more presence and more
support on campus:'

'' PEOPLE OFTEN
RESPECT MILITARY
MEMBERS, BUT
THEY DON'T
UNDERSTAND
WHAT THEY'VE
BEEN THROUGH. ,,
A veteran herself, Heuer served four years
active duty as an intelligence analyst, serving
in South Korea and a deployment to Bosnia
before leaving the military for college.
Now armed with her bachelor's degree in
psychology and a master's in social work,
Heuer brings a fresh perspective to campus.
"The challenges are very unique to military
members versus the average college
student;' she said. " Faculty see veterans who

20
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come in and go straight to the back of the
room, which to them may mean they are
not highly engaged in the class. They don't
understand that for some vets, they can't
be comfortable unless they have a wall at
their back and can see the whole room. It's a
cultural thing:'
Educating faculty, staff and students to be
more culturally competent with military
service members is at the heart of Heuer's
priorities. She provides " Military 101 " for UNI
advisers, faculty and human resources on the
terminology veterans may use, what military
members go through, what's normal and
what's cause for concern.
Heuer also acts as the main contact for
students, whether they are incoming
students who are in training elsewhere and
need to get signed up for classes remotely,
or current students who have been called
up for training or active duty. UNI's policy is
that military training is an excused absence,
but Heuer works to make sure the process
of transitioning between military-related
obligations and academic learning is
seamless.
Later this fall, the Military and Veteran
Student Services Center will move from
its temporary location in East Bartlett to
Maucker Union for a more centralized
location and more space. The center partners
frequently with the Cedar Rapids Vet Center,
and works with other military groups on
campus, such as ROTC and UN IVA, the UNI
Veteran's Association . The overall goal is
to help campus be more aware and more
empathetic towards military members while
providing resources to students.
"I want people to know that the center is not
just for current students, but for alumni too:'
said Heuer. "If you're struggling with any
issues - academic, administrative or mental I'm here to help:'

THE

POWER
OFA
J

ohn Talley, B.A.
'74, paints a
picture of growing
up in Cedar Falls as
a fairly t ypical kid.
He had a chemistry
set, like everyone
else. His 81h grade
science teacher said
he was the worst
student ever. In high
school, he opted for the lower-level chemistry
and physics classes, not the accelerated ones.
He told his dad he didn't really want to go to
college.

"I think all t he successes I've had can be
attribut ed to my unwillingness to accept
conventional explanations (wisdom)."Talley
said. "During my career, I'm constantly
reminded that if one datum is inconsistent
with one's hypothesis, it means that the
hypothesis is not right. I've seen over and
over again where an 'outlier' was written off
as not being important, when it may be the
very thing that is the most important. I pay
attention to those outliers as messengers or
blaze marks to the underlying truth:'
Talley started at UNI as a business major. After
just one class, he found it "so dreadfully boring"
that he started searching for something else.

"That's not an option;' was the response. Years
later, millions of people around t he world
would have reason to be grateful to Talley's

He quickly discovered a passion for science
- in particular, chemistry. He worked under
Professor Jim Macmillan, who would eventually

dad and his push for higher education.

connect him with Professor Paul Gassman, a
key mentor for Talley and his research advisor
for his Ph.D. at the University of Minnesota.
"He was real old-school;' said Talley. "You had

Talley is a chemist. Which is akin to saying
Newton was just a mathematician.
"Almost 80 percent of the chemists in drug
discovery never work on a project that leads to
a marketed product;' says Talley.

to solve your own problems and rely on your
own creat ivity and imagination:'The lessons he
learned there would serve him well in future
endeavors - mostly, to question everything.

Talley is not one of those 80 percent. His
incredible knack for creating new compounds
has garnered billions in sales for the companies
he worked for; put his name on more than 200
U.S. patents; given him rock-star status among
fel low chemists and brought eight - yes,
eight - commercial medicines to the market.
It's safe to say he is one of the most successful
scientists in the drug discovery field.
And he's not done yet.
22
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After grad school, Talley worked forGE
Research Labs in New York. "My first project
was 'to do whatever you want: It was basically
a think tank - just fabulous;' said Talley. "We
made cool discoveries but weren't always
going for commercialization:'
When a change in administration altered
the work environment, Talley moved to St.
Louis to work for Monsanto. He jumped into

bio-organic research where he was "really
fortunate" to work on HIV-inhibitors.
"At that time, HIV was a fatal disease so we
were motivated to find something;' Talley

THE DISCOVERIES

OF TALLEY

said. He would frequently get calls on his lab
phone from political activists for AIDS patients,
pushing for information on how his discoveries
were progressing. "I don't know how they got
that number, but working at the bench is a
long way removed from the neighborhood
pharmacy;' he said. Typically, it takes 10 years
to get a new drug approved . His discoveries
of "some fantastic compounds" led to three
different AIDS medications that are still on the
market today.
In 1991, he began working on a project related
to inflammation for chronic arthritis. Drugs
like aspirin and ibuprofen inhibit both COX-1
& COX-2 enzymes, but blocking COX-1 can

• Inventor of Celebrex™, commercialized
1999 - arthritis treatment
• Inventor of Bextra™, commercialized 2002
- anti-inflammatory treatment (now off
the market)
• Inventor of Dynastat™, commercialized
2002 - acute postoperative pain treatment
• Co-inventor of Deramaxx™,
commercialized 2002 - pain and
inflammation in animals
• Inventor ofTrocoxil™, commercialized
2008 - arthritis treatment for dogs
• Co-inventor of Agenerase™ in 1999,
Lexiva" in 2004, Prezista'M, commercialized
in 2006 - HIV/AIDS treatment

lead to side effects such as gastrointestinal
problems, excessive bleeding and others,
particularly when these drugs are taken
chronically.

chemistry design and consulting, as well as the
co-founder of Euclises Pharmaceuticals, where
he's working on a drug that shows potential for
treating nonsmall-celllung cancer, pancreatic
cancer and others.

ALL MY
SUCCESSES CAN
BE ATTRIBUTED
BACK TO
QUESTIONING.

"I really love doing research," Talley says. "I love
the thrill of discovery per se.l'm motivated
by pure science, but I particularly enjoy using
discoveries to affect practical solutions to
problems like treating diseases or stopping
materials from burning. Discovering new
medicines is really difficult and I like taking on
difficult and challenging problems.
"I had no intention of being a chemist;' he says.
"I kind of stumbled into it. But that knack I
have of questioning - all my successes can be

"We wanted to see if we could identify a
selective inhibitor of COX-2;' said Talley. In

attributed back to questioning. That's what you
have to be as a scientist:'

the summer of 1993, his team succeeded.
His stomach-friendly invention became the
multi-billion dollar drug Celebrex, for which
Talley received the prestigious Pharmaceutical

Encouraging future
generations of questioners

Research and Manufacturers of America
Discoverers Award in 2002.

Not only does Talley give back to society
through his work, but he is also a

He spent 2002-2010 working with biotech

philanthropist who recently established the

Ironwood Pharmaceuticals in Mass., and

Dr. John J. Talley Chemistry Scholarship for UNI

recently found his way back to St. Louis. He's

students. It provides two $S,OOO scholarships

now the co-founder and chief scientific officer

per year to sophomore chemistry majors or

of SARmont, a firm that provides medicinal

above, with a GPA of 3.0+ and is renewable for
three years.
un1alum.org
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Your journey is filleq with great I memories; they
are cause for celebration and remembrance. You
are invited to become part of a proud I tradition
by wearing the Official Class Ring of the University of
orthern Iowa. Available exclusively to students and
alumni, the ring is a privilege you have earned.
Please visit www.baljmtr.com and select
niversity of orthern Iowa.

Dear Fellow Panthers-

W

hen people come over to your house or
apartment, are they in awe of your Panther
Cave? Do you have that unique piece of Panther
memorabilia which sets your Cave apart from
all your friends' shrines to UN I? Sure, everyone
has the posters and the blankets, but you've
got a piece of AstroTurf from a time when they
still played football on carpet in the UNI-Dome.
Or maybe you framed your ticket stubs from
the NCAA tournament victory over Kansas and
displayed them prominently between a picture
ofTC photo bombing the wedding party at your
wedding and a life-sized Eldon Miller cardboard
cut-out, which creeps out your wife every time
she turns on the light in your Cave.
And just to be clear, I have none of these things...
but boy, how cool would it be if I did?
So, whether you're an experienced collector of
all things UNI or you're just getting started, I
think you'll enjoy the Panther Cave section in this
edition of the UNI Today. And just maybe you
will come away with an idea or two for your own
Panther Cave that will leave your friends saying
"WOW!"

cf#C:~
GO PANTHERS!
Justin Bierman B.A. '99
Chairman
UNI Alumni Association Board of Directors

love to look up old classmates and memories
at UN I? Now you can do it online! Rod library
is digitizing the entire set of yearbooks from
the "Normal Eyte" in 1907 on to the final Old
Gold in 1997. They are fully searchable, so you
can look up names and images.
Currently, yearbooks from 1907 to 1994 are
available, with plans to finalize the rest soon.
Go to www.library.uni.edu/ collections and
select Digital Collections, then UNI Collections
to find the UNI yearbooks.

CLASS NOTES

on aNational Endowment at Scattergood in
West Branch.

'70 Larry McKibben, BA, Marshalltown,
was named to the Iowa Board of Regents.

Class Notes are compiled from information sent
1n personally by alumni or submitted via news
release to the Alumni Association office. If you
would like to share your news, go to www.
unialum.org/submit-class-notes.

'63 Roberta (Olson) Edler, BA, Cedarville,
IL, is aprofessional accordionist, playing in
Monroe, WI, and Chicago, IL.

'70 Harlan Schuck, BA, Parkersburg,
retired as an instructor of civil and construction
engineering at Hawkeye Community College.
Prior to that, he had been aregistered land
surveyor for more than 30 years.

'63 Doris (Moyer) Herington, BA, Lampe,
MO, took amission trip to Kenai, Alaska, with
her church to minister to salmon fishermen
and their families. She is also learning sign
language to be an interpreter.

Names listed in purple are Alumni Associatton
members. Names that begin with a6 are
Lifetime Alumni Association members.
Send address changes and Class Notes
submissions to info@unialum.org, www.
unialum.org or by mail to University of
Northern Iowa Today, UNI Alumni Association,
1012 W 23rd Street, Cedar Falls, Iowa
50614-0284.

'63 Richard Umsted, BA, Littleton,
CO, received the first ever Volunteer of the Year
award from the Jefferson County Public Library.
He is on the library foundation's board of
directors and is chair of the Friends Council.

1950s

'65 Richard Fish, BA, Hazelwood, MO,
has published six books under the pen name
Gregory Pike, including "So Help Me God."

'SO Glenn Tucker, 2-yr Cert., BA '52, Lake
Park, GA, is still active and giving lectures on
science to senior citizen groups.
'51 Nadine (Suck) Wright, BA, Vinton,
is still making music for church and other
places. She is still trying to teach herself more
repertoire.
'55 Lois Mussett, BA, Mankato, MN, hosted
areunion event in Cedar Falls for the 1955
physical education class.
'56 Joy (Insko) Darling, 2-yr Cert., BA
'77,Tucson, AZ, taught 1year in Story City, 15
years in Belmond and 8years in Pomeroy. She
splits her time between her Twin Lakes and
Tucson homes.

'67 Marcia (Smith) Anton, BA, Santa
Rosa, CA. published her memoir entitled
"Becoming Marcia,'' which tells of growing up
in Waterloo.
'67 Carolyn Wilson, BA, Cedar Rapids, is
enjoying retirement and apart-time job at
the Ely Public Library. She goes to adult Czech
language classes in summer.
'69 Katie (Sullivan) Mulholland, BA,
MA '80, EdD '89, Marion, was elected
president pro tern by the Iowa Board of
Regents.
'69 Lois Oetken, BA,Watertown,WI,
retired from the position of library director at
Maranatha Baptist Bible College and Seminary
in Watertown, WI.

• '58 Gerald Thompson, BA, MA '64,
Shepherdstown, WV, started his oriental
rug business 37 years ago. He specializes in
primarily antique and semi-antique carpets for
clients in the Baltimore and Washington, D.C.
areas and maintains his own collection.

'69 Michael Ruby, BA, and JoAnne
(Hicks) Ruby, BA '69, Muscatine, both
retired.

1960s

1970s

'61 Richard Sorenson, BA, Monmouth, OR,
isthe retired conductor of the Western Oregon
University Band, and the current conductor
of the Willamette Valley Concert Band and
the Reconstructed Band of Monmouth and
Independence.
'61 David Stanard, BA, MA '64,Tucson,
AZ, hosted 10 TKE fraternity alumni for a
reunion in March. The next reunion is scheduled
for 2015 and aiiTKEs from the late'50s and
early'60s are welcome to attend.
'61 Marilyn (Booth) Yockey, BA,
Lynnwood, WA, has been to St. Lucia with
Global Volunteers to work with children and
to the Dominican Republic with Friends of the
Orphans. Retirement has not been boring.
'62 Daniel Edler, BA, Cedarville, IL, has
hand-blown glass worldwide as a"pioneer" in
the American glass movement. He also taught

'70 Myron Linn, BA, MA '77, Pella, was
elected chair of the Iowa Association of
Business and Industry's Board of Directors.

'71 Gary Bottorff, BA, Lansing, retired after
35 years teaching at Eastern Allamakee School
District. He is still coaching cross-country after
39 years. He was aNHSACA Coach of the Year
finalist in 2009 and 2012 for boys crosscountry. His daughter is attending UNI.
'71 Robert Jeffrey, BA, MA '80, and Meg
(Bushnell) Jeffrey, BA '78, Fort Collins, CO;
Robert is aretired teacher. Meg is an accounting
clerk at Orthopedic Center of the Rockies. Both
are outdoor enthusiasts.
'72 Barbara (Dunn) Kellogg, BA, Mason
City, was recently appointed by Governor
Branstad to the Iowa Council on Homelessness.
• '73 JoEIIen (Mueller) Christians, BA,
MA '75, Milwaukee, WI, is the instructional
chairperson of the Department of English as a
Second Language at Milwaukee Area Technical
College and launched awriting practice website
for English language learners.
'73 Karen Dole, BA, MA '77, Mason City,
retired after serving 33 years as librarian at
North Iowa Area Community College and three
years prior to that at BGM High School.
'73 Norma (Wefel) Thiese, BA,
Guttenberg, was recently appointed by the
governor of Iowa to the Northeast Regional
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering &
Mathematics) Advisory Board.
'74 James Lang, BA, Urbandale,
retired May 2013 from The Principal Financial
Group after 35 years. The last 15 years, he was
involved with federal government relations. His
three daughters also have degrees from UNI so
the tradition continues.
'74 Ray Richardson, MA,Waterloo, was
recently appointed by Governor Branstad, and

ONE COOL CAT
TC is proud to share that he
recently won both the Cedar
Valley Character Counts and
the State of Iowa Character
-Counts awards! He was
presented with the "Cat
of Character" award at a
formal event in
Des Moines in August.
When asked how he felt
about the award, TC gave
an enthusiastic thumbsup. It just goes to show
that silence can indeed be
golden. Congrats, TC!
umalum.org
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pending Senate confirmation, will serve as an
alternate member of the Iowa Board of Parole.

language education advocacy that was born
from his outstanding education received at UNI.

'76 Christy (Christopherson)
Vandeventer, BA, MA '90, Algona, retired
from teaching.

'82 Michael Low, BA, Kansas City, MO,
is president and founder of Servant, Inc., a
multi-denominational non-profit organization
which founded Bessie's House in 2009 to
address spiritual, economic and social poverty
in the Kansas City area by ministering to the
needs of the homeless. He was also nominated
for the Buck O'Neil Legacy Seat for public
service in 2013.

'77 William Barnhouse, BA, Charlotte,

NC. retired after 35 years with General Mills
Corporation. He has lived in Charlotte, NC,
since 1987.
'77 Scott Davis, BA, Des Moines, retired June

2012 after 32 years in public education, finishing
at East High School in Des Moines. He is an active
musician in the Des Moines area with Freestyle
Variety Band and the Scott Davis Jazz Quartet,
and was inducted into the Community Jazz
Center Hall of Fame in Oct. 2012.
'77 Rosemarie (Keller) Skaine, MA,

Cedar Falls, published abook, "Suicide Warfare:
Culture, the Military and the Individual as a
Weapon." She also presented the keynote
speech "Suicide Warfare and Violence Against
Women" at the United Nations Interactive
Dialogue panel "Dying to Kill: The Allure of
Female Suicide Bombers."
'77 Dee Ann (James) Thompson, BA,

'82 Robert Reinard, BA, West Des Moines,
was recently appointed by the governor of
Iowa to the Terrace Hill Commission, which
is responsible for setting policy for the
administration of the Terrace Hill facility.
'83 Rex Peterson, BA, Belmond, was

elected president of the Iowa Rural Letter
Carriers Association.

'89 John Gindele, DIT, &'89 Joseph
Gindele, DIT, Crystal, MN, retired Minnesota
teachers and twin brothers, have published
amemoir called "Yorkville Twins: Hilarious
Adventures Growing Up in New York City,
1944-1962."

Springfield, MO, retired from T-Mobile USA Inc.,
after 35 years in human resources executive
management. She and her husband are
building aretirement home in Charleston, SC.

'89 Wendy (Bell) Schutte, BA, Harpers
Ferry, retired from Upper Iowa University as an
administrative assistant at the Prairie Center in
Prairie du Chien, WI.

'7B Kathy (Siemsen) Minde, BA,
Richardson, TX, celebrated 35 years with
Lennox International Inc. in June 2013.

'89 Ronda (Kardell) Sternhagen, BA
'94, MA '09, Holland, is amiddle and high
school art teacher at Grundy Center Schools.
She received the 2012 Art Teacher of the Year
award from the Art Educators oflowa and the
Western Region Art Educator Award from the
National Art Education Association.

'79 James Lingo, BA, Mount Dora, FL,
retired after 35 years with Hy-Vee, serving as a
store director for the last 24 years.
'79 Lowell Vick, BA, Saint Joseph, Ml,
semi-retired after 33 years with Maytag and
Whirlpool Corp. His last role was director of
business development and sales operations at
Whirlpool. UNI provided agreat start for his
career!

1980s
'80 Jerry Ask, BA, Cedar Rapids, celebrated
his 20th year as an independent financial
advisor with Jerry K. Ask Investment Services.
'81 Gary Schwartzhoff, MM, Eau Claire,
WI, conducted aconcert at the Kennedy Center
on 2/13/13. The concert was in honor of
President John F. Kennedy and was held on the
50th anniversary of his presidency.

1990s
'91 Carson Holloway, BA, Omaha, NE,
associate professor at the University of Nebraska
at Omaha (UNO) since 2002, received a2013
UNO Alumni Outstanding Teaching Award on
411 1/2013. The honor recognizes distinguished
classroom teaching. His primary teaching
responsibilities are in political philosophy and
American constitutional law.
'91 Brian Martin, BA, Fort Leonard Wood,

MO, is aLt Colonel in the US Army and deputy
commander for administration at the General
Leonard Wood Army Community Hospital.
'91 Dale VandeHaar, MA, Des Moines, was

'82 Kevin Dahle, BA, Northfield, MN, was

recently appointed by Governor Branstad to the
Iowa Commission of libraries.

elected to the Minnesota Senate where he
serves as vice chair of the Senate Education
Policy Committee.

'92 Matthew Anderson, BA, Des Moines,
was recently appointed by the governor of Iowa
to the Capitol Planning Commission.

'82 Frank Kruger-Robbins, BA,
MA '85, Boca Raton, FL, is chair of the
world languages department at Pine Crest
School in Fort Lauderdale, FL. As the 2015
president-elect of the Florida Foreign Language
Association, he will continue to share skills and

'92 Daniel Beatty, BA, Hickory, NC, wrote a
second novel, "Scared of My Own Shadow." His
first novel was entitled "Battle for My Spirit."
'92 Laurie Johnston, BA, Seattle, WA, is
director of global legal service-employment
with Expediters International.

UNI GRADUATE
COMPETES ON
APPRENTICE ASIA

••••••••••••••••
Dussadee Oeawpanich, M.A. '02,

was selected as one of the top 12
finalists for the first Apprentice Asia
show. She is currently the owner of
her own bistro bar in Thailand.

'93 Todd Little, BA, MA '96, Indianola,
earned aDoctor of Science in Information
Systems with an emphasis in decision support,
data and knowledge management from Dakota
State University on 5/4/2013.
'93 James Reid, BA, Sparta, NJ, was named
the vice president of distribution at QVC in
January 2013. He was formerly the director
of e-commerce fulfillment at Toys-R-Us. He
and wife Emily Moyer-Reid, BA '94, have two
daughters, Ally and Sydney.
'93 Mark Schnurstein, BA, Ankeny, will
be teaching 7th grade science at Hiatt Middle
School in Des Moines. it is his 8th year teaching
in Des Moines.
'93 Candy Welch-Streed, BA, Waterloo,
was recently appointed by Governor Branstad
to the State Historical Society oflowa Board of
Trustees.
'94 Kathleen (Mclean) McGrane, BA,
Nixa, MO, isascience teacher at Glendale
High School in Springfield, MO. She earned
the highest credential available to American
educators by recently becoming aNational
Board Certified Teacher through the National
Board for Professional Teaching Standards.
'94 Tyann (Sheldon) Rouw, BA, Cedar
Falls; had her story, "Convenient Care,"
published in the book "Chicken Soup for the
Soul: Raising Kids on the Spectrum."

'95 Jennifer (Erbe) Kennedy, BA,
Athens, AL, was accepted into the Einstein
Distinguished Educator Fellowship for 2013-14.
She has been the Athens, AL, middleschool's
gifted specialist and robotics teacher and
she will be working at NASA Headquarters
in Washington in the Aeronautics Research
Mission Directorate developing curriculum and
educational outreach.
'95 Kelly (Stone) Larson, BA, St. Paul, MN,
CFO of Summit Brewing Company in St. Paul,
was named to Minnesota Business Magazine's
The (Real) Power 50 list in the May 2013 issue.
'95 Ben Petty, BA, Conrad, was recently
appointed by the governor of Iowa to the North
Central Regional STEM Advisory Board.
'95 Mary Jean (Netemeyer) Sims,
BA, Arlington, VA, thanks the UN! College of
Business Administration which gave her the
tools to rise to her current status of senior
database administrator.
'95 Tammy (Turner) Wawro, BA, MA
'02, Cedar Rapids, was recently appointed by
Governor Branstad to the Iowa Commission on
Volunteer Service.
'96 Andrew Christianson, BS, Knoxville,
TN, was named winner of a2012 Young
Scientist Award by the International Union
of Pure &Applied Physics (IUPAP). He works

'03 Anna (Pratt) Golden, BA, Seanle,
WA, was accepted to the master's of
human-computer interaction + design
program at the University ofWashington.
'03 Chris Schmitz, MM, Winfield, KS,
accepted the position of associate professor of
music theory at Mercer University in Macon,
GA, where he'll teach theory and composition
as well as coordinate the theory department.
'04 Kaye (Sparks) Chiles, BA, Rogers,
AR, was awarded the Rogers Educator of the
Year Award for the middle school level for the
2012-13 school year. She teaches 6th grade
English and readingat Kirksey Middle School
ogers, AR.
'04 ason Hutcheson, BA, Burlington, was
recently appointed by the governor of Iowa to
the Southeast Regional STEM Advisory Board.

for Oakridge National Laboratory's Neutron
Sciences Directorate and was the winner for
the IUPAP Commission on the Structure and
Dynamics of Condensed Maner.
'96 Kelly (Kuesel) Luzum, MA, Fort
Atkinson, is aschool counselor at Valley
Community School in Elgin.
'96 Kelli (Townsley) Olson, BA, DeSoto,
was promoted to manager of the instructional
design team at Wells Fargo Bank. Her team of
designers develop and implement the training
for teller and service managers at Wells Fargo
locations across the U.S.
'97 Gretchen (Jones) Hageman, BA, MA
'00, Marshalltown, was recently appointed
by Governor Branstad to the Iowa Council for
Early ACCESS.

'98 Tracy (Johnston) Youmans, BA,
Indianola, is afinancial reporting manager
with MidAmerican Energy. She married Damon
Youmans in Aug. 2012.
'99 Julie Barns, BA, Rome, GA, is president
of the firm she founded, Gold Star Compliance,
Inc., which specializes in the bank secrecy
act and anti-money laundering fields in the
financial institution industry.
'99 Kristine Diers, BA, New York, NY,
moved to New York City in 2009 after 10 years
at the Civic Center of Greater Des Moines in
their marketing department. She is the director

of national marketing for Broadway Across
America, overseeing the Broadway marketing
efforts for six cities in the Midwest.

2000s
'00 Ben Anderson, BA, Prairie City, is the
elementary principal at Monroe Elementary in
the Prairie City-Monroe School District.
'00 Ben Brustkern, BA,Waterloo, was
recently appointed by Governor Branstad to the
Iowa Council on Homelessness.
'00 Mary (Meyer) Lestina, BA, Iowa
City, won the 2013 National Association of
Geoscience Teachers Outstanding Earth Science
Teacher Award for both the state of Iowa
and for the entire central region. Ten national
finalists are selected, one from each NAGT
regional section.
'00 Emily Kate (Chesshire) Thompson,
BA, published anovel, "The Fine Line."
'01 Allison (Cink) Rickels, BA, Kansas City,
MO, received the North American Interfraternity
Conference Foundation Outstanding
Professional Award.
'02 Brian Gabel, BA,Waterloo, was named
general manager of Panther Sports Properties
for Learfield Sports.
'02 Megan (Labahn) Henning, BA,
Waverly, was recently appointed by Governor
Branstad to the Iowa Advisory Council for Brain
Injuries.

Alpha Chi Epsilon
Reunion Hosted in Hawaii
A close group of Alpha Chi Epsilon (now the SAE fraternity) '60s graduates
gathered in July for a reu nion in Hawaii, hosted by Fred Cachola, B.A. '60.
Pictured are: Don, B.A. '63, M .A. '69, and Vaughn, B.A. '64, M .A. '88,
Murphy; Dean and Geri Schwartz; Sharron, 2-yr Cert. '58, B.A. '60, and
Craig, B.A. '61 , Rule; Paul, B.A. '62, and Sandy Jones; Jim, B.A. '60, and
Darlene, B.A. '80, Riggs; and Cachola.
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'04 Chad Lang, BA, Excelsior Springs, MO,
was hired by Lawson R-XIV School District as
athletic director and assistant middle school
principal in Lawson, MO.
'04 Nancy McDowell, BA, Sheldon, was
recently appointed by the governor of Iowa to
the Northwest Regional STEM Advisory Board.
'04 Sara (Schmidt) Phillips, BA, Denver,
CO, was promoted to national account manager
at The Valvoline Company.
'04 Heather (Miller) Seevell, BA, Jesup,
married Shane Seevell after graduation in 2005.
They have 2daughters- Hannah, age 4, and
Ava, born Feb. 2013. The family built ahouse
outside of Jesup in Dec. 2012.
'06 Ben Chadwick, BA, Grimes, won the
Prometheus Awards' Innovation in Teaching
Award.
'06 Ian Hyde, BA, Evans Mills, NY, is a
sergeant in the U.S. Army and has been serving
on aClive duty in Afghanistan.
'0 James Mulick, BA, Lenexa, KS, left
Midland Loan Services in Overland Park, KS,
where he was asenior portfolio analyst to
become the asset manager in special servicing
at KeyBank Real Estate Capital.

()

'06 ate Porter, MBA, Bellefonte, PA, has
worked in market research since graduating and
has been with Ben Franklin Technology Partners
at Penn State University (PSU) since Dec. 2012.
He previously was amarket research analyst for

UN/ alums Torrence "TJ" Warren,
B.A. '08 and M.A.E. '11, and
Brittany Warren, B.A. '08 and
M.A. E. '11, welcomed their first
child, daughter Ava Kay, on Sept.
24, 20 72. She was only six days old
for this photo shoot and already
showing off her Panther pride!

ll111
continuing education and world campus at PSU
pril2008 through Nov. 2012.
'07 Jordan Vernoy, BA, Cedar Falls, was
Te£t'ntly appointed by Governor Branstad to the
lo Commission on Volunteer Service.
'08 S ephen Fish, BM, Cedar Falls, won the
Midwest Region Metropolitan Opera district
audition in Jan. 2013
'09 Renee Rapier, BM, MM '11, San
Francisco, CA, won the Dec. 2012 Palm Springs
Opera Guild Competition and the Jan. 2013
B ! Opera Theatre Vocal Competition.
'09 K ndra (Ahlers) Richter, BA,
umbus, NE, received amaster's in curriculum
and instruction from Wayne State College in
May 2013
'09 John Ruth, BA, Hills, is an outside sales
rep for Bearing Distributors Inc. in Cedar Rapids.
'09 aston Stuard, MM, Eureka, CA, was

~inted director of jazz studies at Indiana
University-Purdue University Indianapolis,
effective Jan. 2013.

'09 Drew Van Woert, BA, Grimes,
completed the Chartered Property Casualty
Underwriter designation and will attend the
conferment ceremony in New Orleans in Oct.
He is with Farm Bureau Property &Casualty as a
senior claims service adjuster.

2010s
'10 Leslie Aboud, BA, Coralville, had her
Ulldergraduate thesis, "Playing Like AGirl:
An Analysis of the Role of Gender in Trumpet
Performance," published in the March 2013
i~ue of the International Trumpet Guild Journal.
onnie Alger, MM, Abu Dhabi, United
ra Emirates, was one of 12 conductors

selected to participate in International
Masterclasses Berlin for Orchestral Conductors
course. Held in Berlin, Germany, the course
focused on repertoire of the Viennese School. At
the conclusion of the course, she conducted the
Berlin Sinfonietta in aperformance of the final
movement of Beethoven's Second Symphony.
'1 0 Courtney Althoff, BA,West Des
nes, recently moved to Des Moines from
Minneapolis to work at Meredith Corporation as
the assistant audience acquisition manager.
10 N cole (Vallentine) Davis, BM, MM
, edar Falls, won second place in the
UNI Graduate College's Outstanding Master's
Research Paper Competition for her work
entitled "The Effect of Small Group Performance
Experience on Music Performance Anxiety."
Nicole received the award at aceremony on
4/18/13, and is currently director of bands
for the Wapsie Valley Community Schools in
Fairbank.
'10 elissa (Parsons) Ruth, BA, Hills,
acce ted aposition with Stutsmans Inc.
'11 a Andersen, BA, New York, NY, was
one of the top three contestants in the 3/13/13
Amateur Night at the Apollo Theater in New
York City, the only instrumentalist (saxophone)
among many vocalists. She goes by the stage
name Eva Diva.
'11 Cassandra Hayne, BS, Fairfield, was
awarded afellowship through The National
Science Foundation Graduate Research
Fellowship Program.
cob Rudy, BA, Lawrence, KS, earned
aster's degree in higher education
administration from the University of Kansas.
He has accepted aposition in academic
advising in the College of Science and
Engineering at the University of Minnesota.
'11

ALUMNUS SELECTED AS NEXT DIRECTOR
OF IOWA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Brad Buck, B.A. '92, has been appointed by
Governor Branstad as the new director of
the Iowa Department of Education. Buck is a
former science teacher, school administrator
and superintendent. He will be tasked with
implementing education reforms passed this
spring, including a new teacher leadership
system. Buck is a member of the UNI Alumni
Association Board of Directors.

DICKMAN HONORED AS
RURAL TEACHER OF THE
YEAR IN WISCONSIN
Allan Dickman, B.A. '76, was
honored by the Wisconsin Rural
Schools Alliance as the Wisconsin
Rural Teacher of the Year. He is in his
30th year of teaching technology
and engineering education at Wild
Rose High School in Wild Rose, WI.

'12 Megan O'Brien, MM, Iowa City, has
opened O'Brien Studios, a private voice studio
in Iowa City. O'Brien opened her studio in
2012 after returning from asummer opera
performance with San Diego's Opera NEO.
'12 Ben Steines, BA, Cedar Falls, was
promoted to service manager for the Ruan
management training program.

'61 Donald Darrow, BA, MA '65, died
3117/2013 in Waterloo.
'63 Donna (Johannes) Fick, BA, died
1/10/2013 in Hot Springs Village, AR
'63 Jerry McKinney, BA, died 1/27/2013 in
Minneapolis, MN.

'70 Stephen Howard, BA, died
12/10/2012 in Dubuque.

Marriages
'04 Sara (Schmidt) Phillips, BA, married
Zac Phillips on 5/2113.

Births
'04 Molly (Muehe) Harman, BA, and
Rich Harman, Ankeny, son Joseph Axel
Harman born 4/2/13.

'75 Larry Anderson, MA, died 5/8/2013
in Davenport.

'76 Paul Ladd, BA, died 6/24/2013 in Boone.

Faculty
retirements
Thomas M. Barry, School of Music, 40 years
of service

'08 Torrence "TJ" Warren, BA, MAE '11,
and Brittany Warren, BA '08, MAE '11,
daughter Ava Kay born 9/24/12.

Stephen J. Fortgang, Educational
Psychology & Foundations, 38 years of service

'09 Kendra (Ahlers) Richter, BA,
Columbus, NE, son Owen James born 4/25/13.

Richard Allen Hays, Jr., Public Policy
Program, 24 years of service

Deaths

Robert E. Lee, B.A. '71, M.A. '81 ,
Health, Physical Education & Leisure Services,
32 years of service

'39 Mary Jean (Landgraf) Hovey, BA,
died 3/1/2013 in Kingston, PA.
'40 Duncan Lampman, BA, died
12/28/2012 in Carterville, IL.
'43 Virginia Martin, BA, died 6/8/2013 in
Fresno, CA.
'51 Milt Mikesh, BA, MA '55, died
3/5/2013 in Waterloo.
'52 Shirley (Williams) Simmons, BA,
died 4/8/2013 in Glendale, CA.
'53 lrmgard (Schaefer) Foy, BA, died
3/4/2013 in Hideaway, TX.
'57 Del Nicklaus, BA, died 3/17/2013 in
Iowa City.
32
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Linda J. Nebbe, School of Applied Human
Sciences, 10 years of service
Glenn T. Nelson, Mathematics, 39 years
of service
Kevin C. O'Kane, Computer Science, 21 years
of service
Merrie L. Schroeder, B.A. '69, Office of
Student Field Experiences, 21 years of service
John W. Somervill, Psychology, 38 years
of service
Donna J. Wood, Management; Philosophy &
World Religions, 10 years of service

Kansas City area alumni
gathered for an alumni
event in April. Special thanks
to our event sponsors,
Maurice Barkley, B.A. '87;
Julie Stoll, B.A. '85; Cohen
Financial and KeyBank
who helped make the event
possible!

Show your UNI pride wherever you go and help support
the UNI Alumni Association with every purchase you
make, at no extra cost to you.

Get your card today! Go to unialum.org/uni-links
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The UNI Alumni Association invites all alumni to join us for our new home
football game tailgates! Complimentary food available while supplies
last. Cash bar provided. 2;3:30 p.m. location- south lawn of the Mcleod
Center. (The Homecoming tailgate will be held west of the UNI-Dome.)
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November23
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